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PLACE OF TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT AS A KEY PROCESS AREA WITHIN UK CONSTRUCTION PROCESS IMPROVEMENT: A CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Kaushal Keraminiyage, Dilanthi Amaratunga and Richard Haigh

Research Institute for the Built and Human Environment, the University of Salford, UK

ABSTRACT

Process improvement has been identified as an important strategy to address the current unpredictability and under-achievements of the UK construction industry. Within the technological view of process improvement, information technology (IT) has been identified as a key enabler.

Various studies about the information technology in construction have revealed that construction show a slow IT adoptability and IT has failed to convince the stakeholders of the construction industry. Within some of these researches, it has been argued that immature processes within the construction industry are responsible for this unsatisfactory level of performance of IT. On the other hand, it has also been argued that, Information Technology is a primary stimulant of process improvement, thus process maturity can be driven by the IT push. Leading to a dilemma, this indicates that new information technological innovations could use by immature organisations within their process improvement strategies. This dilemma triggered the necessity to evaluate the place of the Technology Change Management within the construction context. Thus, a literature survey was conducted to identify the construction process improvement initiatives and its relationship with the IT usage in construction with a special emphasis on the SPICE approach, which has provided the basis for this critical analysis. The SPICE is a five levelled framework based on the popular Software Capability Maturity Model (CMM), and presents an assessment tool for the maturity of construction process. However, within the CMM the Technology Change Management has been considered as a key process area within the fifth maturity level, indicating that this is a concern of matured organisations. However, the IT usage within construction shows that the immature construction organisations have successfully adopted IT in an ad-hoc manner with the aim of achieving short term benefits. On the other hand construction literature have criticised this ad-hoc IT usage and linked that to the relative slow IT adoptability in construction. This in effect challenges the allocation of a fixed place for Technology Change Management as a Key Process Area with the construction process improvement, from the organisation maturity point of view.
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INTRODUCTION

Background
It is generally admitted that there is a need for change within the UK construction industry as it is unpredictable and under-achieving (Koskela et al 2003; Santos and Powell 2001; Egan 1998; Love and Li 1998; Latham 1994). These unpredictability and under-achievements are visible in terms of delivery time, budget, profitability and the standards of quality expected (Santos and Powell 2001). These factors result in growing dissatisfaction found among both its private and public sector clients (Santos et al 2000; Egan 1998). This has been an effective motivator for improvement initiatives within the construction industry (Samuelsson 2003). Further studies about this requirement revealed that the fragmentation and confrontational relationships are the major inhibits for performance improvement initiatives (Love and Li
Fragmentation and confrontational relationships are sharpened due to the traditional functional view of construction projects, where the tasks are assigned to individuals based on their functions with minimum attention given to the integration issues (Fairclough 2002; Holt et al 2000).

Having identified this nature, Egan (1998) highlighted that “focusing on the customer” and “integrating the process and the team around the product” as two of the key drivers to achieve the desired change within the UK construction industry. This emphasises the need of deviating from functionally oriented project structures towards a customer focused, process oriented project delivery mechanisms. It appears that the above recommendations from Egan are based on the view that the process improvement is the way forward to improve the performance of the UK construction industry (Sarshar et al 2000a).

**Process concept in construction**

Performance improvement through process improvement is neither a new nor a construction unique strategy. In fact industries with linear production lines like manufacturing and services have pioneered the process improvement as a performance improvement strategy and have demonstrated successful achievements. Despite these success stories, the direct applicability of this strategy within construction is debated (see: Santos and Powell 2001; Love and Li 1998; Egan 1998). It is argued that the principles of process improvement of the industries like manufacturing and services are not readily applicable within the construction context, due to the “unique” nature of the construction product and un-repetitive nature of the construction process. Further, the complex supply chain arrangements and project based product delivery systems have also been identified as inhibits for process improvement initiatives within construction. Contrary to the “unique” view of the construction product, some argued that the construction involves a set of repetitive processes when viewing from the whole organisational point of view, considering the total product lifecycle (Egan 1998). This argument further emphasises that the project based nature of construction should not be a barrier for process improvement initiatives as projects can also be viewed from a process perspective. Strengthening the above argument, being a project based industry; software has exemplified a successful implementation of a process improvement initiative to improve its performance and the product quality, details of which have further been discussed later within this paper. In effect, this suggests that there are similarities between the construction industry and other industries which have success stories in process improvement where the construction industry can learn lessons from.

However, the above argument does not suggest that the innovations and improvement initiatives within other industries can readily applicable within a construction environment. As Lillrank (1995) have pointed out, the core idea of an innovation in one industry should be abstracted and then recreated in a form, which it fits in local conditions. The problem then becomes how to recreate process improvement initiatives and innovations of other industries within the UK construction environment.

**CONSTRUCTION PROCESS IMPROVEMENT INITIATIVES**

Until recently, the construction industry has had few recognised methodologies or frameworks on which to base a process improvement initiative (Sarshar et al 2000a). This is particularly apparent when considering the availability of such frameworks or methodologies to look at the organisational maturity and capability aspects. Unlike in a linear production situation, the project based nature of construction demands complex relationships between various parties. These complexities are influential factors when determining the organisational capabilities which are visible in varying degrees. Moreover, this hinders the
capabilities of organisations to assess their standards and prioritise their process improvements appropriately. Further, absence of clear guidance at the macro level hinders the repeatability and benchmarking capabilities of individual performance improvements (if any) at industry level (Sarshar et al 2000a). Thus it is important to establish a structured, common approach to construction process assessment and improvement based on the current capabilities of the organisation.

**CMM and SPICE**

As a process improvement initiative the Software Capability Maturity Model (CMM) has demonstrated its success within the software industry. CMM was developed for the US department of Defence (DoD) who is a major software purchaser (Sarshar et al 1998). The use of CMM includes the evaluation of software manufacturing organisations prior to award them contracts. CMM is based on a five levelled structure. Within this, organisations are ranged from level 1 to level 5 based on their maturity. Within this framework, a maturity level has been defined as “a well defined evolutionary plateau towards achieving mature processes. Each maturity level provides a layer in the foundation for continuous process improvement” (Paulk et al 1993). Level 1 organisations are the least matured organisations whereas level 5 organisations are the most matured organisations. In order to achieve a specified maturity level, organisations must satisfy all the “key processes” defined within the immediate below maturity level. The organisations are tested against “key enablers” to determine whether they have satisfied each key process within a maturity level. Through this framework, organisations are guided to adopt stepwise process improvements and ensure that the organisation in question is ready for the next level of process improvement. This, in turn, initialise a process improvement culture within the organisation and guides the procedures and the people towards improvements, using the available and potential tools.

Sarshar et al (1998) have attempted to apply the principles of this model within the construction industry. This attempt was named as the Structured Process Improvement in Construction Enterprises (SPICE). The similarities between a software development projects and construction projects have laid the foundation for the SPICE to consider CMM as its base. Adopting the five level architecture of the CMM, the SPICE framework has also organised the process improvements of a construction organisation into five maturity levels. These five levels can be illustrated as follows.

![SPICE maturity levels](image-url)

*Figure 1 – SPICE maturity levels (Sarshar et al, 1998)*
It has also stated within the SPICE framework (as same as the CMM) that the organisation cannot skip maturity levels while progressing. As an example, to achieve third level maturity, organisations have to go through the second maturity level and cannot advance directly from first maturity level to third maturity level. In addition to the SPICE framework, the SPICE project has produced a mechanism of testing the maturity of an organisation. The mechanism is basically a questionnaire and a series of interviews, through which an organisation can evaluate their position against requirements of key processes and key process enablers within a given maturity level.

The SPICE was a phased research project. The initial phase was aiming at improving processes at individual construction projects and concentrated on the development of level 2 characteristics and Key Process Areas. Level 1 organisations have been identified as organisations which use ad-hoc processes during their day to day activities. And generally these organisations are surviving or performing due to the ability of some individual characters within the organisation. And generally these organisations are trying to survive the day rather than planning for the future. Level 2 has been identified as planned and tracked. At this level there is a degree of project predictability. A level 2 organisation has established policies and procedures for managing the major project-based processes (Sarshar et al 2000b).

After publishing the first iteration in 2000, due to the increased interest of industrialists, the second phase of SPICE was commissioned in 2002 focusing on process improvement across the construction organisation. During this phase the third level characteristics and Key Processes Areas were evaluated. Level 3 is identified as “Well Defined” level. Within this, practices are well defined and institutionalised. Knowledge capturing and sharing mechanisms are established within these organisations to institutionalise the good practices and processes. After this institutionalisation, a high level of predictability can be expected towards future projects of an organisation. After this phase there were no major developments of the SPICE framework, leaving the level 4 and level 5 characteristics and Key Process Areas relatively unexplored. According to the software CMM, level 4 and 5 are the levels in which the organisations start to experience performance improvements as level 4 and 5 are specifically aiming at quantitative controlling and continuous improvements, the exploration of the dynamics of these levels is essential within the construction context, to achieve the desired performance improvements.

TECHNOLOGY CHANGE MANAGEMENT FOR PROCESS IMPROVEMENT

During the earlier phases of the SPICE, the determination of Key Process Areas was guided by the software CMM characteristics. While exploring the level 4 and 5 characteristics of the CMM framework, it is visible that the Technology Change Management has been identified as a level 5 Key Process Area (Paulk et al 1995), suggesting that the organisation has to be in a higher maturity level to identify “new technologies” and to adopt those to the organisation. The purpose of Technology Change Management is to identify new technologies and transfer them to the organisation in an orderly manner. It involves identifying, selecting and evaluating new technologies and incorporating effective technologies into the organisation (Paulk et al 1995). Placement of this Key Process Area within the fifth (highest) maturity level indicates that the software CMM presumes the new technologies can effectively be introduced to a matured organisation with proper processes in place, rather than to an immature organisation with ad-hoc processes in practice. In an attempt to map the software CMM concept of Technology Change Management as a Key Process Area within the construction industry, it is important to identify the validity of this presumption within the construction context. Next section of the paper compares the technological infrastructure of
the software industry and the construction industry with the aim of identifying the validity of the above presumption.

**Technology usage in software and construction**

When evaluating the above presumption, it is important to identify what the “new technologies” are, both within the construction industry and the software industry. Considering the potential “new technologies” within the construction context, Information Technology (IT) plays a major role as a strategic and an operational tool. While process improvement is not purely a technological endeavour, some authors have identified Information Technology as a key process improvement enabler (Davenport and Short 1990; Hammer and Champy 1993; Davenport 1993). This triggers the necessity to consider the role of IT within the Technology Change Management Key Process Area in construction process improvements. Thus the role of “Technology” is looked at from the role of “Information Technology” perspective as the discussion basis for this paper.

**Place of Technology Change Management and IT usage**

When evaluating the usage of IT within the construction industry, it is visible that it is driven by short term tangible benefits rather than by strategic long term benefits. According to a survey carried out by the Construction Industry Computing Association (CICA 1998a) using 73 construction related organisations, general client expectations / requirements attracted 68.5% response rate as a driver for IT investments where as only 17.8% have indicated strategic board level decisions as a driver for IT investments in construction. This indicates that IT usage in construction is largely generic application based and used to ease or automate the repetitive and tedious management, administrative and some function specific tasks. Within this context, it has been argued that the new advancements of IT triggers new operational and management processes within organisations, creating a technology push for process improvements. As an example, it is difficult to identify an organisation today, which uses any report producing, letter writing mechanisms or tools other than personal computer based word processing solutions even within highly immature organisations. Further, emails have become a powerful and commonly used communication media both commercially and individually. Being construction specific, a survey conducted by Construction Industry Computing Association (CICA 1998b) based on over 400 construction organisations revealed that 97% of the construction organisations have access to email. Further, computer aided drafting tools such as AutoCAD have shown influential impacts during the recent past, and traditional drawing boards are becoming redundant rapidly. Above examples provide evidence to the fact that, irrespective of the maturity of the organisation or the processes in place, IT has influenced organisations to change their work patterns and processes. This initiates a necessity to re-evaluate the place of Technology Change Management as a Key Process Area within the construction process improvement context.

However, apart from the technology push for process improvements, some processes in place can create demand for new technological innovations to enhance their performances. This is apparent especially within the matured organisations as these organisations are continuously seeking for opportunities for improvements. This creates a process pull for technological advances. This reveals a concept of duality between the process improvement and use of information technology (Moony et al 2001; Hinks et al 1998). This duality suggests that both the matured organisations and immature organisations need to embark on, and can be benefited from adopting new technologies.

However, the optimal balance between the two extremes of this duality is usage specific. As an example, the role of IT within the software industry cannot be considered equal to that in...
the construction industry. Within the software industry, the main application of IT is not based on generic applications to ease the administrative or management tasks, rather new IT innovations are core to the main product of the industry. Due to this reason, main processes of a software project (e.g. coding, testing) is unlikely to be benefited from an ad-hoc use of IT tools at operational levels. Rather it might lead to complications and compatibility issues between various modules produced. Thus, adoption of new IT tools within a software production environment is more visible as a strategic level structured decision. As an example, if a software company need to adopt a new programming language it is highly unlikely that an individual programmer can do it himself alone in an ad-hoc manner at operational level, rather it has to be a strategic level structured decision. Within this context, the software CMM decision to consider Technology Change Management as a fifth level Key Process Area is justifiable. Further, this in effect suggests that the place of Technology Change Management as a process improvement Key Process Area depends on the type and the usage of the technology.

Place of Technology Change Management and IT adoptability

Even though the above exemplifies the ad-hoc usage of IT at operational levels within construction, it does not mean that construction cannot or should not use IT at strategic levels with long term objectives in mind. More strategic use of IT leads to successful adoption of IT to the organisation concerned. However, some studies have revealed that a slow IT adoption is visible within the construction industry compared to most of the other industries (O’Conner and Yang 2004). Further more; the industry has become frustrated with the falling of IT as many companies have invested in the wrong technologies without addressing the business needs (Aouad et al 1999). This suggests that there is a need within the construction to manage the IT adoption. Thus, it is worthwhile evaluating the impact of the place of Technology Change Management as a process improvement Key Process Area within this context.

The slow IT adoptability does not mean that the construction industry lags in implementing IT systems; rather, it suggests that the construction industry lags the other industries in impact of IT to the business (Clark et al 1999). This in effect refers to the strategic use of IT within construction. Even though the issue has been identified as lack of awareness of how to exploit technology, an in-depth analysis about the “lack of awareness” relates the problem to the roots of “processes”, as often immature management processes are responsible for internal and external communication gaps. In other words this suggests that, proper processes have to be in place in order to harness the actual benefits of the IT capabilities within construction organisations.

Several researches have witnessed that this IT adoptability pushed purely by technological capabilities, either rejected by the organisation or used for a different purposes other than the intended purpose (Williams et al 2000; Proctor et al 1999). This suggests that IT adoptability in a particular industry or an organisation, especially with the intention of improving its performance, should not depend entirely on the capabilities of the technology in question. Rather, the organisation and industry specific characteristics and processes in place will have to be investigated prior adopting such technologies.

The fact that most of the construction IT usage is of ad-hoc nature leads to an IT stagnation within the construction industry, as the use of IT is not being looked at from an organisational wide angle rather it is being looked at from individual organisation wide, functions based angle. This is witnessed by some of the existing IT usages. Software based project planning tools are widely being used within the construction industry. But the fact that, it is being used in an uncoordinated manner has hindered the possibilities of using those to the maximum
potential. Most of the modern project management software programmes (e.g. MS Project) are capable of analysing financial capabilities and requirements (e.g. cash flows forecasts) of organisations along with the programme. But at point of usage of these project management software programmes, it is often limited to the functions of the project planner. Since often there is minimal communication and interaction between the project planner and the quantity surveyor, due to the fragmented nature of the industry, at functional level, these valuable features are often neglected. This complies a classical example of need for an industry wide, process based approach to IT implementation strategies within the construction industry.

The above situation drives the construction industry to a dilemma, in terms of process improvements and use of IT within the construction industry. It is important to have matured processes that support IT integration to enhance the maximum benefits from IT capabilities, and at the same time, new IT capabilities lay solid foundations for successful process improvements. This dilemma has been identified by Hinks et al (1998), as they highlight,

“Information technology can assist the attainment and maintenance of a new process operating within new relational parameters if the incoming new processes and mechanism of change are sufficiently prescribed and detailed to allow industry-specific information systems and information technology applications to be designed and applied.

Conversely, the diversity of emergent IT is what helps stimulate change in existing practices. So here also there appears to be an inter-dependent / pre-requisite paradox for maturation, in the context of Construction IT application.” (Hinks et al 1998)

This dilemma directly influences the place of Technology Change Management Key Process Area within the construction process improvement. If this Key Process Area is to be placed at a higher maturity level as in the software CMM, the impact of ad-hoc IT usage within construction will receive minimum attention from the process improvement perspective. On the other hand if this Key Process Area placed within lower maturity levels, the strategic use of IT within construction will not be addressed properly, thus will enhance the construction IT adoptability issues. This demands closer consideration of the two extremes of this dilemma from the place of Technology Change Management Key Process Area point of view.

It is visible form the above that the IT usage within construction is to be of two folds:

1. Ad-hoc use of application based IT usage at operational level for management, administrative and functional tasks

2. Strategic use of IT for integration and enhancement of existing processes.

At the strategic level, the IT usage is not limited to the use of available generic applications; rather it concentrates innovating new technologies to cater for the demand of the processes in place. This suggests that the two types of IT usages described above focuses on two different levels of IT maturity. In another word, as the use of technology shifts from ad-hoc usage to more strategic level, the focus of IT level shifts from generic applications to a specific advanced technologies and applications. This intern suggests that organisations should elevate its maturity with the elevation of the focus of IT maturity. This leads to consider the Technology Change Management within construction as a synchronisation between the maturity of the organisation and the maturity of the IT used. This aspect has further been discussed as a Process – IT co-maturation model (Hinks et al 1998; Aouad et al 1999) within the construction context. Within the process – IT co-maturation model, Hinks et al (1998) evaluate the IT within five main categories:
1. Established used systems and technologies – Office automated tools, Computer aided planning, estimating, purchasing, etc.
2. Existing systems and technologies with little influence – Knowledge based systems, neural networks, case based technologies, etc.
3. Emerging systems and technologies still considered as research tools – VR, 3D modelling, CASE tools, etc.
4. Future technologies – Robotics, automated tools, etc.

It is suggested that these technologies when integrated, could provide a mechanism for a technology push of the process. And with a wide acceptance and profound applications of emerging and existing information technologies will initiate the major impacts on processes (Hinks et al 1998).

This model of relationship between IT and processes at the interface, visualises the impact of first four categories of technologies above explained on processes, through the technology interface, in addition to the fact that each technology has to become an established used technology to enhance the maximum potential. And also it illustrates how communication and standard systems technologies contribute to this maturity of IT. Further they explain technology maturation in a stepwise structure taking CMM as the underlying concept:

1. Emerging
2. Initial – Ad-hoc use of technology (3D, VR)
3. Applied – Applied technology (CAD, Project planning, etc)
4. Integrated – Standard, consistent technology
5. Managed – Reliable technology
6. Matured – Continuously improving technology

They have also tried to synchronise the process maturity and technology maturity, while defining technology push and process pull scenarios within the model. This creates a synergetic influence to the SPICE framework, as both the frameworks share a common platform. Further, the technology management has been discussed as a key process area within CMM higher maturity levels, where SPICE has not explored the impact within the construction context yet. This highlights a need to explore the possibility dynamics of process – IT co-maturation phenomenon within SPICE higher maturity levels in particular. Further, this builds a favourable foundation to answer the phenomenon of the capabilities of people, procedures and tools in an integrated manner within the construction process improvement environments.

However, it is visible from the above that the place of Technology Change Management as a Key Process Area in construction process improvement cannot be allocated a straight forward place from the organisational maturity point of view due to the nature of the IT usage within the industry. Considering the relationship between the process and IT maturity demonstrated within the construction in addition to the advantages discussed above, a parallel integration of the co-maturation model is more justifiable to address the process improvement and the technology change management phenomena within the construction context.

CONCLUSION

Process improvement has been identified as a mechanism to improve the performance of the UK construction industry. Despite the various strategies available for process improvement, the characteristics of the construction product and the industry have created a discussion on
direct applicability of those initiatives within a construction environment. Identification of these characteristics enables the construction industry to evaluate other industries experiences within a construction specific framework. Success stories of process improvement within the industries like software then provide a platform within the construction to learn process improvement lessons from other industries.

The Software Capability Maturity Model (CMM), a successful process improvement initiative used within the software industry has provided the basis for the construction process improvement initiative “The Structured Process Improvement in Construction Enterprises (SPICE)”. Within CMM the Technology Change Management has been identified as a Key Process Area, within the highest most maturity level indicating that the technology change management is a concern of matured organisations. Considering the use of Information Technology (IT) within both the industries it can be argued that even though software industry might be able to attach its technology change management to an agenda within matured organisations, construction industry needs attention in Technology Change Management within both mature and immature organisations. This leads the construction to consider Technology Change Management not as a Key Process Area fixed to a particular maturity level, but as a parallel, synchronised performance improvement attempt with the process improvement initiatives. Within this context, the process - IT co-maturation model (Hinks et al 1998; Aouad et al 1999) provide a basis to start construction Technology Change Management from a different perspective.
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